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1 Introduction

Thank you for your interest in our full-time Master program Environmental, Processs & Energy Engineering.

Completing our online application form in time enables you to participate in our admission process. Places are allocated based on the following criteria:

Curriculum vitae 30 %
Your personal and professional qualifications and experience will be assessed on the basis of the documents submitted with your application.

Entrance exam 20 %
An online exam (multiple and single choice questions) will be held to assess candidates’ knowledge of engineering and natural science and their competence in English.

Interview 50 %
A personal interview gives candidates an opportunity to make a personal presentation, to discuss the information provided in their application papers, and to explain their educational and professional goals.

We are looking forward to receiving your application and wish you every success for the application procedure.

Best regards,

FH-Prof. Dr. Werner Stadlmayr

Head of Department & Studies
2 Schedule for the admissions procedure

To provide greater flexibility in meeting your needs, MCI has introduced an admissions process with sessions held on separate dates. Since we cannot predict how many applicants will present themselves for the various sessions, you are recommended to participate at the earliest possible date so as to secure a place as soon as possible.

Please register yourself for the online admissions procedure in time.

For any further information please contact Selma Ribic:

Mail: selma.lisic@mci.edu

Tel.: 0043 (0)512 2070 3203

Please note the application deadline for each session (given in brackets).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Available Places</th>
<th>Candidate’s Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29.11.2021</td>
<td>All places</td>
<td>Allocation of a place on the waiting list with the possibility of later acceptance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(14.11.2021)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Early allocation of a place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(30.01.2022)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Allocation of a place on the waiting list with the possibility of later acceptance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.04.2022</td>
<td>Places remaining after the previous sessions.</td>
<td>Allocation of a place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(03.04.2022)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rejection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.06.2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(29.05.2022)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Curriculum vitae

A key element in the admissions process is an assessment of the candidate’s CV on basis of the submitted documents. Due account is taken of any additional qualifications over and above the basic prerequisites such as academic performance, further education, work experience and periods spent abroad.

Applications can be submitted at any time, an early application is recommended.

4 Entrance exam

The written entrance exam is an online test with multiple or single choice questions. It is composed of the following parts:

- Questions from the fields of engineering (Chemical process engineering, Thermal process engineering, Mechanical process engineering and Plant & Process technology)
  Candidates are given 80 minutes in total for these questions (20 minutes for each field of engineering).
- Test of English
  Candidates are given 60 minutes for this test of English.

The written entrance exam serves to assess candidates’ competence in engineering, as well as their command of English.

5 Personal interview

The interview gives candidates the opportunity to present their goals, motives and competences, and permits an evaluation of their suitability for the study program.

We look forward to receiving your application!
6 Sample questionnaires

CHEMICAL PROCESS ENGINEERING (CVT)

Recommended reading

Hessel: Chemical Micro Process Engineering. J. Wiley 2004

Recommended reading of the following chapters/topics

Characterization of chemical reactors
Conversion, yield and selectivity
Microkinetics of homogeneous reactions
Characterization of residence time distribution
Analysis of kinetics
Heterogeneous catalysis

Sample questionnaires

1. What is the effect of a catalyst?
   a) shift of reaction equilibrium
   b) reduction of activation energy
   c) shift of product concentration
   d) rise in temperature

2. Which statement does the Arrhenius equation describe?
   a) the reaction rate is temperature-dependent
   b) the reaction rate is not temperature-dependent
   c) the reaction rate is time-dependent
   d) the reaction rate is not time-dependent
THERMAL PROCESS ENGINEERING (TVT)

Recommended reading

Mersmann: Thermal Separation Technology. Springer 2011

Recommended reading of the following chapters/topics

Phase equilibria / Evaporation
Distillation
Rectification
Absorption
Adsorption
Extraction
Drying

Sample questionnaires

1. What means the term hygroscoplic?
   a) binding of moisture
   b) rejecting of moisture
   c) reproduction of water molecules
   d) detection of water molecules

2. What is the reverse process of absorption?
   a) adsorption
   b) desorption
   c) vaporization
   d) filtration
MECHANICAL PROCESS ENGINEERING (MVT)

Recommended reading


Recommended reading of the following chapters/topics

- Fundamentals of disperse systems
- Fundamentals of particle characterization techniques
- Gas-particle separation techniques
- Gas-liquid separation techniques
- Bulk material mixing

Sample questionnaires

1. Which methods allow to quantify particle concentration AND particle size simultaneously in a gasflow?
   a) With a laser diffraction analyzer
   b) With isokinetic probe
   c) With laser doppler anemometry
   d) With extinction particle counter

2. What are the possibilities to optimize the separation performance of a cyclone at given gas-particle flow rate?
   a) Constriction of the inlet crossection.
b) Increase the vortex finder diameter.

c) Increase the wall roughness.

d) Clockwise rotation of the vortex (Southern hemisphere counter-clockwise).
PLANT AND PROCESS TECHNOLOGY (APT)

Recommended reading


Recommended reading of the following chapters/topics

- piping and instrumentation diagram
- instrumentation
- pumps
- regulation valve
- safety valve
- pipelines
- vessel
- heat exchanger

Sample questionnaires

1. Mandatory information contained in p&i d flow sheets?
   a) Identification of piping
   b) Design specs. Of machines and apparatus
   c) Identification of drives
   d) Identification of machines and apparatus with code letters

2. What characterisitc values are important for control valve design?
   a) Maximum control ratio
   b) Maximum volumetric flow at minimum pressure difference
   c) Minimum volumetric flow at maximum pressure difference
   d) Pressure loss at fully open position and at desired maximum volumetric flow
SOLUTIONS

CVT: 1b, 2a
TVT: 1a, 2b
MVT: 1a, b, d, 2a
APT: 1a b c d, 2 a b c d